16115 Providence Road
Sale Creek, TN 37373
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$ 344,000

2 Bathrooms . 2,572 Sqft

OPEN HOUSE ON SUNDAY, 10/27/2019 FROM 2-4 PM. T his amazing, custom, Victorian farmhouse style home on
3.36+/- acres was built by George Wright Construction and is being offered for sale for the first time. T his house
truly has it all from acreage, space, and quality! T he rocking chair front porch greats you as you walk up to the
front door. Once you're inside you are drawn in to see the rest of this cozy yet spacious home! T he formal dining
room is bright and cheery and opens up to a formal living room that flows flawlessly into the kitchen. T he eat-in
kitchen boasts stainless steel appliances, beautiful white cabinets and it opens up to a vaulted ceiling keeping
room with a wood burning fireplace. Down the hall, tucked away, is the master bedroom with vaulted ceilings, a
walk-in closet, and an en suite with tile shower, jetted tub and water closet. Finishing up the main level is an
oversized mud room off the garage with laundry and a half bath. T he main-level garage has a higher than
normal garage door, so parking tall vehicles is not a problem! Upstairs is a treat with a loft/bonus room that
opens up to a Jack and Jill bathroom, two additional bedrooms and walk-in attic storage! T he basement is bonus
for sure with a separate driveway that leads to the two-car garage that is deep enough for you to bring all your…
toys! T here is an unfinished room that would make a perfect extra den and it is already plumed for a full bath (the
bathroom tub is not connected but is new and stays with the home)! Inside is impressive but you will love
everything that is offered outside as well! 3.36+/- Acres to explore, play, plant a garden, or have a bonfire. T he
possibilities are endless! T here is a barn on the property that features barn doors on each end, making storing
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large equipment a breeze. It also has quaint front porches on both sides and a loft for storage! T his home is
unique and has a lot to offer, don't miss out! Buyer is responsible to do their due diligence to verify that all
information is correct, accurate and for obtaining any and all restrictions for the property. T he number of
bedrooms listed above complies with local appraisal standards only.
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